Finding Happiness Weekend
Events and Workshops
Kirtan

Join us for this heart-opening experience. Kirtan (devotional chanting) is the perfect
intro for priming the heart for a weekend of inspiration and transformation.

Finding Happiness

Finding Happiness is the goal of everything we do in life, But we approach it indirectly. We think,
"If I have this money, relationship, home, family -- then I'll be happy!" Alas, too often it doesn't work
out that way. Either we don't get the things we we want -- or we do.... And still happiness eludes us.
Betterr by far to approach the goal directly. Happiness is a tangible, achievable reality, in fact our divine
birthright. In this seminar learn what happiness is, where it can be found, and how to find it.

Your Life Lessons: What They Are & How to Learn Them
Saturday, November 23 7:00 - 8:30pm
Dallas Meditation Center • 727 S. Floyd Rd. • Richardson, TX
Cost: $15 pre-registered, $18 at the door
The path is universal, but each one of us must walk it in our own way. For some, devotion is the key, for
others meditation, selfless service, relationships, or career. We each set our own priorities according to
temperament and need. Focus on your most important life lessons and develop a personal plan for learning.

From Transition to Transformation: Coping with Change
Sunday, November 24 2:00 - 3:30pm
Bikram Yoga Dallas • 6333 E. Mockingbird Lane. • Dallas, TX
Cost: $15 pre-registered, $18 at the door
Nothing in life stays the same. You can resist or you can learn to flow graciously, courageously, even
joyfully. Are you afraid of what might happen if you let go? Learn to welcome what comes, to redefine
yourself easily and happily as life presents ever-new opportunities for growth and change.

Additional information and online registration available at www.anandadallas.org
or call the Ananda Center at 972-248-9126

Nayaswami Asha has been a spiritual lifeline for thousands of truthseekers in person and, through the
internet, for truthseekers in 70 countries around the world. Her special gift is helping others
understand how high spiritual ideals can be woven into daily life. For more than 40 years she has
been a devotee of Swami Kriyananda, and through him a disciple of Parmhansa Yogananda, author
of Autobiography of a Yogi. www.nayaswamiasha.org
Ananda Dallas Meditation & Yoga Center 4901 Keller Springs Rd. #103, Addison TX, 75001

